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Evolveum is a globally recognized EU-based organization that was established in 2011. With its dedicated team of professionals, Evolveum is the creator 

and maintainer of the leading open source identity platform midPoint. The feature set covering identity governance and administration makes midPoint an 

ideal choice for organizations seeking digital transformation to enhance security and efficiency. 
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Partner’s profile

https://evolveum.com/partners/daasi-international/

DAASI International is a German service provider that deals with directories and 

identity & access management. It offers consulting, support, hosting, development, and 

training. This partner is a strong advocate for digital sovereignty through open source, 

interoperable protocols, and privacy. 

What can an organization that is considering working with you expect from the cooperation?
We offer our customers comprehensive services in identity & access management (IAM). As a European IT service provider, we act in the 

spirit of digital sovereignty and help organizations not only make their processes more efficient, but also protect their data sustainably. 

Customers benefit from our individual approach and many years of experience with midPoint and other open source IAM products that can 

be excellently combined with it.

What advantages do you see that midPoint has against closed-source IGA?
With a complex matter like IAM, it is of great value to have a product that offers complete functionality for ID governance and provisioning, With a complex matter like IAM, it is of great value to have a product that offers complete functionality for ID governance and provisioning, 

as well as flexible extension mechanisms. MidPoint relies on open source libraries, tools, and built systems, which maximize the room for 

creative solutions. This transparency gives us and our customers a better understanding of the processes and the opportunity to expand 

midPoint according to customer needs, e.g., via the overlay mechanism.

What was the most exciting midPoint project you worked on?
In a challenging project for a big German publisher, we used a combination of midPoint and Gluu to set up a highly scalable identity In a challenging project for a big German publisher, we used a combination of midPoint and Gluu to set up a highly scalable identity 

governance, provisioning and access management system. All the required systems could be integrated via different means: dedicated 

connectors for the customer’s own messaging system and for their proprietary SAP wrapper, as well as for Gluu (via the standard protocol 

SCIM). In addition to the connectors, we also developed a SCIM Overlay so that the customer’s self-service portal could  easily be 

integrated into the whole system. Both the SCIM connector as well as the SCIM overlay could be published as open source.

Since 2000 DAASI International has been an expert in identity 
& access management, and it has rich experience with midPoint. 
We asked Sven Lukrafka, the Senior IAM Consultant, to tell us more! 
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